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Abstract

Recent progress of VR �Virtual Reality� technologies
makes it possible to realize the VR space that is syn�
chronized with the real space� We can hereby integrate
virtual workspace in which a worker in real workspace
can automatically acquire and invoke appropriate plant
maintenance agents� We propose spatial programming
which is a manner of VR programming technique� lo�
cating various place�dependent agents and web infor�
mation in VR space� and also describe the interface
between agent world and real workspace as an applica�
tion of spatial programming� towards ubiquitous main�
tenance�

� Introduction

In manufacturing systems� to acquire maintenance in�
formation and to diagnose quickly and appropriately
are important� However� most facilities of manufac�
turer�s factory have some secrecy and its maintenance
data is prohibited from sending externally� So� remote
maintenance system has large di�culty there� espe�
cially it is served and shared with various manufactur�
ers� We have presented virtual community for plant

engineers ��	 or virtual plant to prevent this problem�
by using plant maintenance agents which are served to
each factory from virtual plant� The advantage of this
mechanism is that user does not need to send diagno�
sis data to the external and the agent makes diagnosis
process on the computer which is in the factory�
Recently� by the progress of VR technologies� we

can now realize the VR space on a computer
network
that is synchronized with the real space� Then we can
build virtual workspace which contains various pro�
grams such as agents and which can work with real
world� Basically� diagnosis procedures in the plant de�
pend on each target machine� that is� depend on the

place� It is very e�cient if it becomes available that a
worker can automatically get appropriate plant mainte�
nance agent which is required for one�s work of its place
from our virtual plant� This also means that the auto�
matic agent service also indicates the workers mission
to do there� that is to say� he can automatically get ap�
propriate instruction there� We can regard those place�
dependent works as declaratively located processes� so
introducing Prolog� which is one of the most popular
declarative languages� to our system is useful because
of Prolog�s declarative programming ability�

We have also presented VR space description
language��� �	� which is a manner of VR programming
technique� locating various place�dependent programs
to VR space� This paper enhances the ability of linking
VR space to real space and tries to apply spatial pro�
gramming to dene plant maintenance agents� world
which works with virtual plant on the web� towards
ubiquitous maintenance�

� Spatial Programming

Spatial programming� the main idea of this paper� is
the place�dependent� declarative programming in VR
space�

In the real world� it is often the case that our ac�
tion is basically place�dependent� For example� if we
are at the tra�c intersection� we acquire the signal in�
formation and decide �stop� or �go� �Figure ��� But
this process is only at tra�c intersection� so it is place�
dependent� In manufacturing systems� of course� there
are many place�dependent information and its process�
ing action such as acquiring diagnosis data and its pro�
cessing where various agents can �ourish� associated
with the facility� So� it is natural that which plant
maintenance agents are required is place�dependent
and user�s status�dependent� We noticed this place�



dependency and try to use VR space as the environ�
ment for building such an agent world linked to real
world� Construction of this agent world begins in plain
VR space initially� and constructor locates agent�s in�
formation �strictly speaking� this is the conditions to
summon agents� at appropriate position� We call this
manner spatial programming�

'type(s-e)'

'signal(red)'
'type(cross)'

'selling(books)'

'selling(clothes)'

Each information means the following:
  type(s-e)        : Intersection of south and east street
  type(cross)      : Intersection of crossing street
  signal(red)      : Signal is now red
  selling(books)   : Books are sold here
  selling(clothes) : Clothes are sold here

Figure �� Place�dependent Information in Real World

Spatially programmed VR space is presented as �D
virtual space of course� and it can be linked to real space
using generic position sensors� This is one of the advan�
tages of spatial programming� Once this link is estab�
lished� a worker�s movement in real space is re	ected
to VR space� If any place�dependent agent�summoner
is located at his position� he can get agents from vir�
tual plant through some devices such as portable PC
or PDA �Personal Digital Assistant�� Besides it� con�
structor can also go around in �D VR space and locate
agent�summoner in the space� So it is very intuitive�
Another merit of spatial programming is that it does

not need to stop VR space even while agent world�s
constructor modi
es the VR space� because place�
dependent description assures independency of descrip�
tions for each object �worker� facility� etc�� in the VR
space� so modi
cation of one object does not give in	u�
ence to other objects� description�
In the following sections� we describe how to real�

ize the idea described above and the implementation of
place�dependent agent world in VR space�

� Model of Place�dependent Processing

In the spatial programming� the place�dependent agent�
summoner is embedded in the virtual space as virtual
object� Agent invocation process is the interaction be�
tween embedded summoner object and worker� We
named this embedded summoner object junction� And
we regard worker and facility as kind of objects� which
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Figure �� Local Blackboard Model

have entities in real space� Our VR system can grasp
the position of objects �especially workers� in the real
space via position sensors and establish link between
object in VR space and entity in real space� When a
worker in real space approaches the place where some
junction is located in VR space� the mission of agent
happens� This corresponds to the interaction between
object and junction which contact each other in VR
space� Then some mechanism of interaction is required�

Basically� a facility or worker in the manufacturing
system has some status� In this paper� we express these
things as objects� attributes �e�g� state of �it is vibrat�
ing�� state of �he has a thermometer� and so on�� A re�
quest for agent also depends on its and his attributes�
Agent summoning process has two phases� At 
rst� in�
teraction process must refer to objects� �both worker�s
and target facility�s� but in some case one of them� at�
tributes and must decide which agent he requires� and
next� delivers it to the worker�

At the former phase� we adopt blackboard model��
for this attribute information exchange� Each object
has peculiar attributes� Object�s attributes are orga�
nized to a blackboard� and junction�s decision rules
that decide which agent should be retrieved will be
applied to it� An interaction occurs when an object
comes within the e�ective range of a junction� and is
place�dependent and object�attribute�dependent� So� if
interactions occur here and there at the same time� dif�
ferent blackboards should be required �Figure ��� If the
organization of blackboard is 
nished� decision process
starts and rules in the junction are applied to the or�
ganized blackboard� Each of satis
ed rules in decision
rules simply enumerates the required agents� The re�
sult of decision which is a set of indicators to required
agents is written to the object�s peculiar attributes tem�
porarily� and then process goes to the next phase�

The latter phase� how to use agent� is object�
attribute�dependent� that is� agents� actual invocation



process varies due to the worker�s situation� For exam�
ple� if a worker has a sensor processing data is passed
from the device� and if a worker should get process�
ing data via 
le on computer it should be read and
passed from 
le� So� object also has rules how to use
agents which are acquired� And in this phase� target
object�s attributes which contain the result of interac�
tion as temporary attributes are written to the black�
board� and the rules are applied to it� As the result of
this� instructions for worker are composed and sent to
the worker�s device� and agents are appropriately sum�
moned and do expected process on the worker�s device�
This invocation process is executed for each object�

The advantage of local blackboard mechanism is that
description of object and junction has high�level inde�
pendency because object�junction�dependent descrip�
tion is apart from each object�s and junction�s descrip�
tion�

We can say place�dependent work is like declaratively
located process� In fact� description of attributes on
blackboard and decision rules in junction are written
declaratively� We adopt Prolog��� to describe them�
Prolog is one of the most famous declarative program�
ming languages� and is also used for arti
cial intelli�
gence� so it is very useful for our system� Of course�
Prolog�s whole ability is too great and our demand is
not so high� but in the future� its potential is very at�
tractive�

Most important ability of Prolog in this system is
pattern matching� It is not necessary to consider how
to solve variable�s actual value� Furthermore� we only
need to declare facts and rules� The order of declara�
tion is not important� and Prolog automatically solves
matching value of unknown variable� This is very useful
because we only need to declare place�dependent condi�
tions and other conditions� but need not program how
to judge if the conditions are satis
ed or not�

We also adopt Java language to process actual invo�
cation of agents� Since Java is very strong in network
programming� agents are written in Java on the virtual
plant� So� it is proper to use Java in our system�

� Description of Object and Junction

In this system� description of objects� junctions and the
space is basically written in XML �eXtensible Markup
Language�����

XML is the meta�markup language for text docu�
ments� It can be used for various 
elds with user de
ned
tags� and XML documents can contain various kinds of
descriptions freely� such as Prolog programs� So� we
can use XML as description language of VR �which is
also real� space and extend it also to be containing de�
scription of interaction rules in Prolog and description
of actual agent�s control in Java�

Description of spatially programmed agent world
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Figure �� Description of Object

contains two kinds of de
nitions� One is of objects
in wide sense� such as object and junction located in
the space� The other is of VR space itself in which ob�
jects and junctions are located� This section describes
about de
nition of object and junction� De
nition of
VR space is described in the following section�

��� Description of Object

Object has the entity in the real space� So� some basic
attributes are naturally possessed by the object such as
shape� position� velocity and so on�
Object also has the attributes which are described

declaratively and can be referred from junction� At�
tributes are classi
ed into two types� permanent at�
tribute� and temporary attribute� Permanent attribute
is never cleared and always has some kind of value�
Temporary attribute can be removed if it is no longer
necessary yet� so this is mainly used to pass the pointer
of required agents to the object�
Description of object has the following blocks �Figure

���

�� Shape De
nitions

�� State Variables

�� Permanent Attributes

� Temporary Attributes

�� Agent Applying Rules

�� Agent Invocation Functions

�� Update Function

�Shape De
nitions� block develops object�s shape� It
is described by combination of primitives�
�State Variables� block consists of state variables such

as position� velocity� temperature and so on� These are



used in agent invocation functions or by the whole VR
system�
�Permanent Attributes� and �Temporary Attributes�

block contain declaratively described attributes of the
object� Temporary attributes are writable from the
outer� and permanent attributes are only changed from
agent invocation functions� Description language of
those blocks is Prolog�
�Agent Applying Rules� block is to decide how to use

the agents� and �Agent Invocation Functions� block does
preprocess of applying agents and compose and send in�
structions to the worker�s device or facility�s controller
in the real world� The device receives those instruc�
tions and actually summons required agents and in�
vokes them obeying the instructions� The functions are
written in Java���� Retrieved maintenance data should
be often processed by in the facility�s and worker spe�
ci�c way� so it is proper that this part of composition of
instructions is implemented in object� not in junction�
�Update Function� is a function which updates ob�

ject�s state in VR space corresponding to the object in
the real world every moment� Detail of this function�s
role is described in the section ��

��� Description of Junction

Description of junction has following blocks 	Figure 
��

� Type and Range De�nition

�� Agent Summon Rules

�� Interaction Functions

Junction can be classi�ed into two location types and
has two types of e�ective range�
One is �Fixed� location type junction� This type of

junction is �xed in the space� and is interested in only
one object which comes into e�ective range� Another
location type is �Attached� type� This type of junction
is attached to speci�c object� and move with the ob�
ject� This type of junction is interested in two objects�
One is attached object and another is the object which
comes into e�ective range� So� this type can be used as
interaction between objects� Usually diagnosis is done
by a worker with target facility� so the latter type of
junction will be often used�
E�ective range is basically de�ned by radius� If an

object comes into range� junction is activated and in�
dicates the agent summoning instructions to target ob�
ject� E�ective range can be de�ned as �contact�� Only
attached type junction can have this type of range� If an
object contacts another object which has an attached
contact type junction� then the junction is activated
and indicates the agent summoning instructions to tar�
get object� In this case� junction�s targets are both
objects�
Junction has decision rules that decide which agents

should be retrieved and used by the object 	strictly

Junction Definition

Type & Range

Agent Summon Rules

Interaction Functions

Invoke

Apply to
Blackboard

Effect Object's
Attribute

Figure 
� Description of Junction

speaking� by the worker�s device in the real world��
The decision rules are described in the �Agent Sum�
mon Rules� block� These rules are applied to orga�
nized blackboard which consists of the target objects�
attributes 	if target is only one� organized blackboard
has same contents as the object�s attributes� when the
interaction is occurred�
After the decision process is completed� appropri�

ate function which composes indicator of the required
agents and basic instruction 	which should be arranged
later by object speci�c way� of using them according
to the result of decision� The functions are de�ned in
�Interaction Functions� block�
It is allowed that no agent will be summoned� This is

used to give massage such as warning to target object�

� Interaction Process between Object and

Junction

The time of VR space is synchronized with real space
and follows real time� To synchronize� objects in the
VR space must update their state every moment� Ba�
sically in this system� system activates each object�s
update function in every time interval� So each ob�
ject can update its own state 	e�g� position� equipment
etc�� and can communicate with entity in real space
	e�g� worker with portable PC� every moment�
System also monitors physical relationship of objects

and junctions and can detect that an object is within
the range of some junction or contacts another object
with junction� Process of system obeys following �ow�

Do loop

�

�� While any object exists in junction�s

range �that is� the junction is

activated��

　�
���� Target object�s attributes are

written to blackboard and junction�s

rules are applied to it�

���� Junction invokes appropriate function

corresponding to the result of inquiry�

which gives required agents and its
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Figure �� Sample World

instructions to temporary attributes

of objects�

���� Then� the object applies its rules to

its attributes� Appropriate function

in the object is invoked and composes

final instruction of agents and send it

to the device in the real world�

���� Object updates its own state and

removes temporary attributes�

�

�� do loop until all objects� actions

are completed

�

���� Object updates its own state and

does other required action�

�

�� Clock of VR space is progressed�

�

� De�ning and Constructing VR Space

��� Description of VR Space

Now� we can de�ne objects and junctions in the space
for spatial programming� In this section we describe
the structure of the space appearing in manufacturing
systems where we and objects can go around� and how
to de�ne it�
Our VR space fundamentally consists of path and

rotary �Initially� no object and junction is located��
Path is a straight way that an object corresponding
to a worker or other movable object can move along�
Rotary is a spot where an object can turn around� Ro�
taries are connected with path� Rotary is also used as
a spot where a worker can access to a facility� because a
worker who wants to operate it will turn around there�
Each rotary and path has a unique name for system�s
identi�cation�
For example� consider a plant which has a motor�

Path

Rotary

p1 p2

p3

r1 r2 r3

r4 r5 r6r7 r8

p4 p5 p6 p7

Figure 	� Sample World�s Space Description

There are bearing� motor� shaft and so on in this sam�
ple factory� Signi�cant facility is motor� bearing and
shaft� Motor and bearing require periodic and unex�
pected maintenance� and shaft is danger when a worker
across below it� So� motor and bearing has working
point of diagnosis as junction which is named �Mo�
torChk� and �BearingChk�� Shaft has �Warning� junc�
tion which warns to worker across below� The facilities�
location is indicated in Figure ��
At �rst� user should prepare the structure of the

space such as path and rotary� Then� the VR space will
be de�ned as Figure ��User can navigate in this space�
and can locate object and junction� Next� user should
locate objects and junctions in the space to construct
VR information world�

��� Construction of VR space

If de�ning space is completed� we can navigate in it�
The next step is locating objects and junctions in
it� User should locate objects of facilities in this fac�
tory such as motor� bearing� shaft and so on� Locat�
ing objects of facilities are completed� then user de�
�nes and attaches junctions to appropriate objects� In
this space� junction �MotorChk� is attached to �Motor��
junction �BearingChk� is attached to �Bearing�� Next�
user should de�nes �xed junction �Warning� and locate
it to appropriate position� crossing the shaft and path
�Figure 
�� Last� user should locate worker in the space�
which is avatar of worker in the real space�
The interaction process should be designed the fol�

lowing� for example� We consider an interaction be�
tween worker and bearing� The interaction is diagnosis
of bearing� If the bearing has trouble and the worker
has enough equipment to maintain it� the interaction
o�ers plant maintenance agents and its procedure to
him� Corresponding to the bearing�s vibration trou�
ble� we de�ne the attributes and rules of objects and
junction as below�
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Figure �� Composed Sample Information World

Object �Worker�� Attributes�

equip�thermometer��

Object �Bearing�� Attributes�

sensor�vibration��

Junction �BearingChk�� Rules�

exec�diag� �� obj��equip�thermometer���

target�sensor�vibration���

exec�diag� �� obj��equip�thermometer���

obj��equip�vibration���

The bearing makes self�diagnosis in the update
phase� but if the diagnosis cannot be completed be�
cause of lack of any information �e�g� sensor data which
is not equipped on the bearing usually�� the bearing
calls worker who can observe it� �Of course� if the
diagnosis is completed� the bearing does not need to
call anyone�� Then� if a worker approaches bearing
and becomes in range of �BearingChk�� interaction oc�
curs� Inquiry �exec�X��� answers X�exec�diag�� Func�
tion diag�� is invoked and it composes instructions of
bearing diagnosis as�

proc��temperature��vibration� normal�

fft� peaksearch�� diag���

diag�bearing��

This instruction is written to the worker�s temporary
attributes� Next� worker does its action� The worker�s
agent summon rules are applied to its attributes� and
inquiry �exec�X��� answers X�diagBearing� If the
worker is only casual passing there� the inquiry is failed
and nothing happens� Then worker invokes function di�
agBearing�� and compose and send actual instructions
of invocation sequence of agents to the worker�s device
in the real world� and diagnosis process begins� This is
a brief introduction of interaction design�
Thus� constructing VR space is completed� In this

way� the VR space is work as spatial programming en�
vironment and now� it can also work as plant mainte�
nance agents� world�
In the next section� we describe how to present the

VR space to the user�

Interpolation

Moving Path

Photograph on Database

Interpolated Image

Figure 	� Image Based Rendering

��� Spatial Programming Environment with

VR

Our VR space uses images each of which is associated
with speci
c path or spot to present realistic �D space�
The feature of our VR system is that the real space
and the VR space are linked and synchronized� So nav�
igating in this system should be made in realistic en�
vironment� Traditional ways to display VR space use
�D modeling� texture mapping and so on� But those
methods cost very much� This also causes that render�
ing process requires very strong machine power�

We adopt the image based rendering��� Image based
rendering is developed to reduce modeling cost for �D
objects in the space� This method uses a set of real
images alternatively and displays image interpolated
from those images �Figure 	�� So� image database is
very large but this can save human�s labor e�ciently�
This method is especially e�ective for our VR system
with spatial programming� because the number of crit�
ical spots or ways is not so big and our movable ways
are limited� There is no need to prepare such a large
database of images�

User can construct VR space while walking around
in it� If he wants to locate an object or junction� what
is necessary is to click the button on the browser and
input the description of it� Of course� the description
can be also loaded from speci
ed text 
le� After putting
it on the VR space� it becomes available to interact
immediately without stopping the space�

A user can also interact or receive instructions or
message� if user�s avatar has appropriate attributes�
User can add attribute freely to any object in sight�
This function also works for giving instructions to ob�
ject�



� Conclusions

This paper describes de�ning invocation of plant main�
tenance agents using VR techniques� The basic idea
is spatial programming for place�dependent works� one
of declarative programming paradigm� This is ele�
gantly achieved by adopt Prolog to implement signif�
icant mechanism of this� This idea is realized by in�
teraction between worker object and junction which
is located in VR space as interface of giving place�
dependent maintenance procedure with agents to the
worker in the real world� In this system� the VR space
should be linked to real space� and worker in real space
can get various required agents and instructions at real
time� Spatial programming also makes it possible to
achieve this� because user can modify the VR space
without stopping or restarting it�
Thus� the VR space which is linked to real space can

work as plant maintenance agents� world� and now� we
are aiming to realize true ubiquitous maintenance�
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